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THREE LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:

LB20 Bi-Fold Flat Mount/Spring Assist:
•   Flat surface mount
•   Stores vertically inside the vehicle
•   Reduces dangerous lifting

•   Easy installation:                                                    
     takes seconds to position for use
•   Optional wheel kit available

This high-strength aluminum,
surface-mount ramp installs easily
into any vehicle with a flat surface.
The unique design stores vertically
and only takes seconds to position
for use - increasing efficiency while
reducing dangerous lifting and
equipment damage. The optional
Wheel Kit available helps transition
the ramp more smoothly when
deploying it on the ground.

LB20 SERIES Link® Ramp
Flat Mount (Bifold Design) and Spring Assist
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This heavy-duty aluminum ramp is portable and perfect
for general use applications. The LS50 is quick to to
position, and allows you to reduce dangerous lifting and
equipment damage.

LB10 SERIES Link® Ramp
Side Door Mount (Bifold Design)

LT30 SERIES Link® Ramp
Flat Mount (Trifold Design)

LS50 SERIES Link® Ramp
Heavy Duty Straight Design & Heavy Duty Folding Design

LWS40 SERIES Link® Ramp
Lightweight Straight Design & Lightweight Folding Design

This lightweight, portable, general-use ramp is ideal for loading and transporting
lighter products and machinery. It works perfectly for rear or side loading, and is
30% lighter than our LS50 Model.

With 180˚ rotation and two storage locations, the Link Swivel Ramp offers flexibility for
loading and unloading any cargo. It mounts in the rear stored position using
a mounting plate combined with one of Link’s durable spring-assist bifold
ramps.
The LSR90 also incorporates safety and efficiency into its
design. The primary latching module can be easily removed
to provide open floor space, and the quick-release lever
enables the ramp to be unlatched when in the wheel well
position, without requiring users to bend, lift or enter the vehicle.

LSR90 SERIES Link® Ramp
Bifold Swivel Design

The trifold design of this flat surface mount ramp allows it to
easily store vertically inside the vehicle. The adjustable leg
allows for shallow load angles. The ramp can be removed in
less than a minute.

This high-strength aluminum ramp mounts on vans with side
step and easily stores in the “dead” space above the step. The
user-friendly design makes installation a snap, and requires
only a few seconds to position for use.


